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Abstract
The present study aims to explore the use of the serious game Top Eleven as
an auxiliary educational tool in a sports economics undergraduate course.
This attempt is warranted because serious games can provide real life/work
experiences and set the ground for managerial – economics skills
development. The selection of the specific serious game is based on the ample
and varied sports economics data provided and its free of charge online
accessibility. Following the case study methodology, a virtual football club
was created and managed within Top Eleven. The stated research questions
were based on the analysis and application of the generated data to a number
of economic concepts identified in a specific sports economics textbook. Based
on the analysis results, twelve out of 17 in total identified economic concepts
were successfully analyzed using eleven economic data sources of items
embedded in the game. The implementation phase showed that Top Eleven
could be used as an educational supporting tool in the form of a virtual
internship to gain practical experience by applying sports economic concepts
for the financial management of a professional football club. It is argued that
the game offers a sensible working environment in sports economics and the
associated sport management field.
Keywords: Economics IT educational tool, serious games, digital games, sport
management, sports economics, Top Eleven

1

Introduction

Since the beginning of the twenty-first century, technology has made its appearance and
constitutes an integral part of our daily lives. On this development, the contemporary
educational process has built its foundations. During the 19th century, education was
considered a process based on "learning knowing". On the contrary, 21st century
necessitates flexibility and acquisition of skills; that is, "learning by doing" [1]. This modern
educational orientation can be implemented either with an internship in real work
environments, or with a digital internship in virtual work environments. For instance, in the
science of medicine, the training of young doctors is accomplished with the help of
educational simulations in the specialty of surgery [2].
Modern technology allows the simulation of almost any physical activity in the form
of digital games, where the learner acquires an online character-personality acting in an
environment that simulates the real world [3]. The games can provide various difficulty
options; therefore, they are also useful for the educational process since they can be adapted
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to students-gamers’ abilities [4]. Another crucial reason for games’ inclusion in the
educational process is gamers’ motivation through fun offering [5]. This feature is
reinforced by the results from Paraskeva, Mysirlaki & Papagianni [6] that young people in
Greece spent 2.53 hours a day on digital games, suggesting that educational games could
exploit from this inclination by offering a basis for an innovative and motivating homework.
Based on the empirical research of Papp [7], gamification positively affects intrinsic and
extrinsic motivation, engagement and learning outcomes for students at college level.
A number of researchers have tried to categorize digital games into general genres [8],
[9]. In a more recent work, Aldrich [1] suggests that digital games are classified by type
into three categories as follows:
a) Videogames: They target the player’s reflexive skills in fast visual stimuli of the
game requiring immediate decision-making. This type includes combat games,
motorsport races, sport competitions, etc.
b) Serious games: They simulate the operation of real management systems of
organizations or departments. They are addressed to the player's decision-making,
thus cultivating critical thinking. This category includes games for the development
and management of cities, sport clubs, etc.
c) Educational simulations: They simulate real environments in which participants are
asked to make specific choices to achieve specific learning objectives.
The category of serious games combines both the environment of video games and the
complexity of a legal organization; therefore, it produces learning objectives in a userfriendly environment which does not exist in educational simulators [1]. Since educational
simulators, as specialized software, are expensive either for acquisition or development, the
educational community focused on sophisticated serious games, free of charge and easily
accessible through social media. This technology evolution has been adopted by a large
number of global scale educational organizations by including serious games as educational
tool in their curricula [10]. According to Kretschmenn [11], serious games are not only used
for fun but also employ learning processes in a specific field of work.
Based on the above, this study investigates the appropriate use of a serious game to
provide practical experience in the financial management of sports organizations as part of
the education of Physical Education and Sport Science students of Greek universities. Such
a game could be the free-to-play online serious game Top Eleven [12], which is a multiplatform, which can be accessed via pc, tablet, and/or smartphone, that covers a broad area
of a professional football team management from creating a team to stadium building [13].
Student-Gamers would have the opportunity in their usual activity to tackle with the
everyday management tasks of a football club, one of which is economics engaging in:
selling and signing of new players, investing on infrastructure development, setting the
ticket price or making sponsoring deals. Based on the classification of sport games offered
by Kretschmann [14], Top Eleven can be considered as a Sports management game like
other mentioned role-playing commercial off-the-shelf games, e.g., Box Sports Manager,
FIFA Manager, Football Manager, NFL Head coach. Based on the research literature, sport
management games are not covered in-depth and the relevant research is considered poorly
represented [11].
The present study aims to explore the use of the serious game Top Eleven as an
auxiliary educational tool in a sports economics undergraduate course. This attempt is
warranted by the fact that serious games can provide real-life/work experiences and set the
ground for managerial – economics skills development. In fact, due to Covid19 pandemic,
students have limited, if any, internship opportunities to put their knowledge in use.
Furthermore, economics is a sensitive subject to any organization to be left for interns’
management decision making. Therefore, serious sport games such as Top Eleven provide
the opportunity to the students, through their engagement, to produce data related to the
operation of a professional football club as much close to reality as possible in order to test
their knowledge and skill in sport economics management. To do this, the researchers of
this study perceive and use the serious game not the way it was intended to be used, but
rather through an educational point of view. That is, to ask students-users to make financial
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decisions related to the game, based not on a hunch but: (a) on the use and analyses of
economic concepts they have learned in a sport economics class, as well as (b) data deriving
from the management of the team. To fulfill this aim, the raised research questions are as
follows:
1) What basic economic concepts are included in teaching the introductory
undergraduate class of sports economics?
2) What sources of operational data collected from the serious game Top Eleven could
be applied to the economic concepts taught in an undergraduate sports economics
class?
3) Can the serious game Top Eleven be used as an auxiliary educational tool for
teaching the subject of sports economics at undergraduate level?
It follows an analysis of serious games as auxiliary educational tools, the serious game
Top Eleven's main characteristics, and a description of managerial economics concepts that
can be applied at a professional football club. The study proceeds with the research
methodology, the presentation of the results, and the conclusive remarks highlighted by
future research suggestions.

2
2.1

Literature review
Serious games as educational tool

Over the last decade, a steep increase in serious games development has been witnessed
mainly due to the recent advanced information technology [15]. The value of serious games
as educational tools is undisputable given that playing is an essential part of the learning
process [16]. In particular, when games are serious and focused to a specific environment
can help students construct a reflective understanding [17]. The benefits from using them
as companions to classroom instruction is documented by researchers [18]–[21]. Serious
games are an excellent tool for transmitting educational contents both attractively and
effectively, especially in periods of economic and social crisis [22]. According to Noemí
and Máximo [22], the main characteristic of serious games in attracting students’ interest
is that they assign students a leading role of their own learning process in a simple and
dynamic way.
There are digital games that can be used as an educational tool for teaching business in
various training areas such as: operations, human resource, management, organizational
behavior, and finance [23]. The potential of digital games is highlighted by the decisionmaking skills adopted by upcoming managers, such as the balance between the extremes of
decision-making styles; that is, the quite authoritarian to quite egalitarian [24]. The
systematic use of serious games plays a crucial positive role in gaining experiences in
management knowledge and skills [25]. Games in economics concerned with organizations'
financial operation have appeared in European higher education institutions since the 1930s
[26]. Recently, financial games have been developed and introduced into the curriculum of
institutions such as the Saunders College of Business at Rochester Institute of Technology
[26]. A method proposed by Jerčić [27] intended to improve gamers’ decision-making
performance in the context the Auction Game (a financial serious game) using biofeedback
measurement. The participants of the game were twenty-one students instructed to buy or
sell a given stock, based on the mean value of three price estimations and the offered price.
It is noted that price estimations were directly associated with the physiological arousal
level; that is, the more aroused the student was, the more diverged from the correct price.
In the sport context, based on Kretschmann [14], there are some sport management
games in which the gamer can deal with reality-based economic and financial problems, by
assuming the leadership of a sports club. More specifically, the gamer cannot intervene to
any specific sports action on the court, but uses the sport only from the view of person in a
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leading management position. Based on the work of Kretschmann [11], the game FIFA
Manager 09 might provide an opportunity for gamers to acquire skills and tasks found in
the reality of sport management and generally in the field of management. Similarly, the
Oakland A’s Baseball Business Simulator seems to be highly effective in helping students
both engage in the decision-making process and retain concepts effectively [28]. McFarlane
et al. [29] found that games, including the sport management game Championship Manager
(football), support the development of a wide range of skills essential to the self-directed
learner. The chosen games had apparent curriculum relevance and supported a particular
learning style, parents’ evidenced home use via a framework provided by teachers, while a
focus group among teacher evaluators had been developed to identify learning outcomes
and highlight management issues. However, according to Kretschmann [11], these results
cannot be credited decidedly to Championship Manager due to the merge with other type
of games..

2.2

The features of the serious game Top Eleven

Top Eleven, which has been released by Nordeus in 2010, is a game about managing various
assets of a virtual football club (players, facilities, tickets, sponsors, demanding economic
strategy by the gamers [30]. The basic description of this free of use serious game contains
the following parameters (Figure 1):
•

•
•
•

Based on the playing level, a football club is automatically assigned to participate
in multiple competitions (Championship, Champions League, League Cup).
Additionally, friendly matches can be scheduled freely by selecting opponents
through Facebook.
Club’s playing performance depends mainly on the players’: value, transfer market,
contract renewal, as well as training method, quality, and level.
In any season, there are 28 daily games lasting 30 minutes each with no gamer
involvement.
Gamer’s involvement ranges from inactivity (the club participates in games
automatically) to hourly long daily decision making.

Figure 1. Top Eleven’s main menu

Furthermore, the game offers tasks and options comparable in complexity to real world
sport management decision-making. In particular it provides economic parameters, among
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others, to the extent that can be used as a simulator focused on the managerial economics
of a professional football club. Afthinos [31, p. 222] notices that Top Eleven satisfactorily
resembles the management environment of a professional football club featuring the
following: Top Eleven holds managerial features concerning decision making process
based on facts (i.e. competition draws & results) and economic data (i.e. stadium
construction cost, ticket prices), that affect both club’s performance and growth.
Furthermore, the gamer is engaged with various management initiatives (i.e. player transfer,
contract renewal) for club’s continuous improvement. Based on managerial actions, more
revenue and higher performance on the field of play is generated. As a result, the football
club advances to higher competitive leagues, which is the aim of the game.
In this respect, sport management majoring students in the Department of Physical
Education & Sport Science (DPESS) at the National & Kapodistrian University of Athens,
have been using the serious game Top Eleven for the management of a professional football
club, in every part of their educational process: lectures, exercises, role-playing, and
participation in competitions as part of their virtual practical training.
Based on the above, following Kretschmann's classification [14], Top Eleven can be
considered a sport management game. Therefore, we argue that we can use the game Top
Eleven as an auxiliary educational tool, since it displays a clear purpose other than just
entertainment following the definition of serious games as described by Susi, Johannesson,
and Backlund [32].

2.3

Management of a sport club

The management of a professional sport club includes functions such as: sport, economics,
marketing, facilities and operations [31]. Furthermore, it shall include an integrated
management control system [33]–[37]. Control is the process that ensures that the
objectives are met through information derived from work with regard to the achievement
of the stated objective. A control system compares process information with the expected
work outcome standards and based on the result leads to management decisions [38].
Therefore, work performance indicators should be set up in each of the abovementioned
management areas of a professional football club as part of a management information
system ensuing proper decision-making [34], [37], [39]. Offsetting all management
indicators results, exhibits an overview of the organization’s performance [38] and should
be collected from its operation.
Economics is a field of study that affects our everyday life in many ways [40].
According to Leeds and von Allmen [40], “The challenge that faces students of economics
is to learn just how all-encompassing the effects are and to develop the tools to understand
them. That is where sports come in. Sports are a pervasive factor in how people feel about
their communities and themselves”. The field of sports economics covers a wide area of
economic principles and students can better understand basic economic concepts through
the lens of sports [40].
Furthermore, the management of a sports club economics is achieved through
accounting [41]. Accounting is a basic function of managerial economics since it collects,
classifies, registers, and analyses all economic related data [42] as well as provides the
company’s economic results statement at regular intervals [41]. Consequently, economics
is an important function of a professional sports club; thus, it constitutes a distinct academic
subject. The subject of sports economics is taught at undergraduate level in DPESS, as an
obligatory course, into the curriculum of sport management specialization.

3

Research methodology

Research design and purpose. This is a case study with the intent to examine whether the
serious game Top Eleven can be used as an educational auxiliary tool for teaching the
subject sports economics in DPESS.
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3.1

Research Procedures

The researchers took the following steps:
First, they selected a trendy auxiliary teaching means in form of a serious game. Top
Eleven was selected based on the following criteria: (a) its sport popularity (football), (b)
its cost free availability (c) its easy multi-platform access, and (d) its advanced procedures
on the economic management of a football club.
Second, the researchers content analyzed the textbook taught in the sport economics
class “Economics of sport administration. Introductory concepts and applications” (in
Greek) [43] in order to identify economic concepts. For the extraction of the data a content
analysis protocol was used based on the Conceptual content analysis and Weber’s [44]
Content Analysis Directive. More specifically, following the approach of Leeds von
Allmen [40], the class book was content analyzed guided by the basic economic concepts
of supply, demand, cost and pricing. Beyond these, there was researched the concept of
budget (accounting) since it is a basic function of managerial economics closely related
with the management of a sports club economics [41].
Following, the researchers created a virtual football club (within the serious game Top
Eleven) to examine whether the identified economic and accounting concepts in step two
can be applied to the management of the virtual football club. Then, the researchers
proceeded to, the game-play analysis intended to collect economic data during and as result
of the educational questions intended to be answered through the operation of the game.
The sample data ranged seven consecutive game seasons each lasting 28 days. Based on
the research protocol, data related to football players’ contracts and transfer fees, as well as
revenue sources were recorded via a research protocol at the beginning and at the end of
each season. On the other hand, data related to everyday financial operation such as
attendance, tickets, expenses, and championship score table, were collected via a research
protocol resembling accounting procedures on a daily basis.

3.2

Data analysis

The data collected through the research protocols were then analyzed via the identified
economic concepts to produce an economic decision aid system for the football club's
financial management to be used as an innovative approach to teach (through economic
concepts application) sport economics to university students. These set of analyses are
illustrated with the use of descriptive statistics, figures, and computed equations as well as
indices extracted via MS excel.

3.3

Validity and reliability

The validity of the research is based on the analysis of the derived economic data, with
concern to the assumptions of the investigated sport economic concepts. Research is
reliable since data is generated by game algorithms and analyzed with economic functions.
Our limitation is that this study's results are based on the researchers’ data collection and
analysis. Therefore, student validation of the education value of our proposal is needed as
further research.

4

Results

The present study aims to explore the use of the online serious game Top Eleven as an
auxiliary educational tool for the economics of a professional football club. Regarding the
first research question stating: “What basic economic concepts are included in teaching the
introductory undergraduate class of sports economics?” from the content analysis of the
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sports economics textbook taught in DPESS, there were identified 17 in total economic
concepts as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Identified economic concepts & data sources from Top Eleven
1.

Economic concept
Price elasticity of supply

Economic data source from Top Eleven
1. Attendance per game

2.

Supply curve

2. Stadium capacity

3.

Supply function

3. Ticket price

4.

Price elasticity of demand

4. Prize bonus

5.

Demand curve

5. Value of players’ contract

6.
7.

Sport product appeal
Demand function

6. Revenue and players’ transfer fee

8.

Market equilibrium

8. Revenue from sponsorship

9.

Direct & indirect cost

9. Revenue from merchandising

7. Prize money

10. Fixed & variable cost

10. Stadium and facilities expenses

11. Marginal cost

11. Championship score table

12. Break-even point analysis
13. Method of total cost absorption
14. Method of marginal cost
15. Pricing
16. Budget
17. Balance sheet

Regarding the second research question, stating: “What sources of operational data
collected from the serious game Top Eleven could be applied to the economic concepts
taught in an undergraduate sports economic class?” There are found 11 economic sources
producing data that can be collected from Top Eleven game’s operation and could be
applied for auxiliary gamification-based teaching of economic concepts from the field of
sports (see Table 1). The followed analysis is based on the possible actions that the studentgamer has within the gaming environment [11].
Based on Table 2, most of the identified economic concepts in Table 1 can be indeed
implemented using the derived data items. In particular, 12 out of the 17 in total economics
concepts can be taught using the game as an auxiliary tool, were students apply-test-gain
financial management experience. The missing economics concepts from Table 1 is mainly
due to lack of data availability based on the data produced by Top Eleven.
Table 2. Applied economic concepts, the employed Top Eleven data sources

and relevant presenting type by number.
Applied economic concept
1.

Price elasticity of demand

2.

Demand curve

3.

Sport product appeal

4.

Price elasticity of supply

5.

Supply curve

Top Eleven data source
Ticket price
Attendance
Ticket price
Attendance

Table
3

2

Championship score table

4

Ticket price
Stadium capacity
Ticket price
Stadium capacity

5
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6.

Market equilibrium

7.

Direct & indirect cost

8.

Fixed & variable cost

9.

Marginal cost

10. Break-even point analysis
11. Pricing

12. Budget

Ticket price
Stadium capacity
Attendance
Value of players’ contract
Players’ transfer fee
Stadium & facilities expenses
Stadium & facilities expenses
Prize bonus
Stadium capacity
Stadium and facilities expenses
Attendance
Ticket price
Stadium and facilities expenses
Stadium capacity
Stadium and facilities expenses
Attendance
Ticket price
Prize money
Revenues from Players’ transfer
Revenue from merchandising
Value of players’ contract
Players’ transfer fee
Prize bonus

5
6
7
8
6
8

9

Concerning the third research question stating that “Can the serious game Top Eleven
be used as an auxiliary educational tool for teaching the subject of sports economics at
undergraduate level?”, based on the application of the 12 economic concepts to the
operation of the serious game, the following sets of analyses – results were produced:
1. The first economic concept (Table 2, point 1) of “price elasticity of demand (ed)”,
can be applied to the game by using the price (P) and the quantity of bought tickets (Qd)
which is equivalent to stadium attendance. The formula of ed is given by:
∆%Q
ed =
∆%P
where Δ%Qd denotes the percentage change in the number of tickets bought and ∆%P
denotes the percentage change in tickets’ price bought by the fans. On the implementation
results in Table 3, there are shown that the gamers-students can gain experience in both the
effect of ticket price changes on attendance and the steps for the calculation of demand
elasticity. Note that the first column in Table 3 stands for the numbering of the competition
days during the championship season.
Table 3. Price elasticity of ticket demand
P
Qd
Δ%Pt
Δ%Qd
20.0 €
73000
0.300
-0.158

ed
-1.888

3

26.0 €

61400

-0.076

0.074

-1.027

5

24.0 €

66000

0.833

-0.166

-0.500

12

26.0 €

55000

-0.115

0.140

-0.824

15

23.0 €

62700

-0.087

0.124

-0.699

20

21.0 €

70500

0.428

-0.425

-1.007

24

30.0 €

40500

-0.066

Day
1

2. The second economic concept of “demand curve” (Table 2, point 2) is graphically
depicted in Figure 2. On the horizontal and vertical axes are depicted the stadium attendance
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and price of tickets respectively. Based on curve’s slope, as the theory of demand states,
the game administrators-students can gain experience in a negative relation between price
and quantity of tickets that is evidenced.

Figure 2. Demand curve and price elasticity of ticket demand

3. For the application of the third economic concept “sport product appeal” (Table 2,
point 3), the uncertainty of outcome (UO) at game level derived from championship score
table is employed. Based on the approach offered by Demmert [45], the absolute difference
of points between home and visiting teams is taken under consideration for the calculation
of UO. The absolute difference is normalized by the maximum attainable number of points
as follows:
UO =

|Points of home team-Points of visiting team|
Maximum attainable number of points

The implementation results are presented in Table 4 and depicted in Figure 3. The UO
ranges from zero to unity. For the interpretation, the game administrators-students can gain
experience in learning that the lower the UO, the greater the appeal of a game. Otherwise,
as UO approaches unity, the game is less attractive since there’s a considerable difference
in playing capabilities between the two opponent teams.

Day
1

Table 4. Calculation of the uncertainty of outcome
Max number
Home team
Visiting team
of points
points
points
0
0
0

Uncertainty of
outcome
0.000

3

3

3

3

0.000

5

12

4

12

0.667

8

21

13

19

0.286

10

27

25

25

0.000

12

33

20

29

0.273

15

42

19

36

0.405

17

48

7

42

0.729

19

54

26

46

0.370
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20

57

6

49

0.754

22

63

28

53

0.397

24

69

34

56

0.319

26

75

39

59

0.267

Figure 3. Uncertainty of outcome

4. The application of the fourth economic concept that is the “price elasticity of supply
(es)” is based on the price of tickets and the stadium capacity which is employed as a proxy
for the quantity of tickets offered. Based on the economic theory, the formula for the
calculation of (es) is given by:
∆%Q
es =
∆%P
where ∆%Qs is the percentage change of tickets’ quantity and ∆%P is percentage change of
tickets’ price offered by the football club. On the implementation results in Table 5, there
are shown ticket price and quantity changes based on the game administrators-students’
management decisions as well as the calculation of es. The case with a negative sign in es
can be explained by game’s attribute to only upgrade the quantity of tickets offered, namely
stadium capacity.
Season
1

2

Day
1

Table 5. Price elasticity of ticket supply
P
Qs
Δ%P
7.00 €
10000
0.286

Δ%Qs
0.300

es
1.049

5

9.00 €

13000

-0.286

0.308

-1.076

1

7.00 €

17000

0.143

0.235

1.645

8

8.00 €

21000

0.000

0.238

N/A

24

8.00 €

26000

-

-

-

5. The illustration of the fifth economic concept of the “supply curve” is based on the
data presented in Table 5. As depicted in Figure 4 and according to the supply theory, the
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game administrators-students can gain experience in learning that there’s a slightly positive
relation between ticket price and quantity offered.

Figure 4. Supply curve and price elasticity of ticket supply

6. The sixth economic concept of “market equilibrium” is derived from analyzing both
demand and supply concepts in tickets. More specifically, the intercept of demand and
supply curves provides the market equilibrium for the tickets price and quantity. As
illustrated in Figure 5, the game administrators-students can gain experience in that based
on demand and supply data in Tables 3 & 5, the equilibrium is achieved on the price of 9€
and the quantity of around 13.000 tickets sold per game.

Figure 5. Market equilibrium

7. With concern to the seventh economic concept “direct and indirect costs”, the game
administrators-students can gain experience in that a number of football club expenses
should be taken into consideration. Following data over three seasons (Table 6), value of
players’ contract and transfer fees are considered as direct costs for playing games. On the
other hand, stadium and facilities expenses can be considered indirect cost for competitions'
participation.
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Type of cost
Direct cost

Indirect cost

Table 6. Direct and indirect cost (in 000 €)
Season 1
Season 2
Players contract
13892
Transfer fees
Stadium & facilities
expenses

Season 3
12439

52820

61290

1652

3487

8. The implementation of the eighth economic concept, “fixed and variable costs” it is
based on football club expenses over a certain period. As shown in Table 7, the game
administrators-students can gain experience in that stadium and facilities expenses can be
considered as fixed cost whereas prize bonuses can be considered as variable cost. They
should also bare in mind that over long time periods, all type of costs are considered as
variable.
Table 7. Fixed and Variable cost (in 000 €)
Fixed cost:
Variable cost:
Stadium & facilities expenses
Prize bonus
780
600

Day
17
18

-

19

400

20

400

21

500

22

-

23

400

25

200

9. About the nineth economic concept of “marginal cost”, the game administratorsstudents can gain experience in that it can be derived from the increase of stadium capacity
in relation to the stadium and facilities expenses. The marginal cost of an additional seat in
the stands of the stadium is shown in Table 8. The game administrators-students should
bare in mind that in the present application the marginal cost adding a single seat ranges
from 155€ to 280€. Consequently, for a ticket price of 30€, a number of five to ten sell-off
games are required to pay off the investment.

Day
1

Table 8. Marginal cost for new stadium seat
Stadium
Stadium &
Stadium capacity
Added
capacity
facilities
old
stadium seats
new
expenses
68000
72000
4000
780000 €

Marginal cost
for a single seat
195 €

2

72000

76000

4000

620000 €

155 €

3

76000

81000

5000

1400000 €

280 €

4

81000

86000

5000

1200000 €

240 €

10. The tenth economic concept of “breakeven point analysis” can be implemented by
the game administrators-students using the revenues generated from tickets sales (stadium
attendance and ticket price), as well as the expenses for new seats (stadium and facilities).
To interpret the results displayed in Figure 6, the game administrators-students should bare
in mind that there is required as a period of nine competition days to pay off the expenses
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or the investment for a stadium upgrade. Consequently, the breakeven point confirms the
conclusions derived from the above marginal cost analysis.

Figure 6. Breakeven point analysis

11. The eleventh economic concept of “pricing” can be applied by the game
administrators-students in tickets, by using the marginal cost of new stadium seats. Based
on the information provided on Table 8, the game administrators-students learn that the
ticket price can be set according to the marginal cost for new seat offered, the stadium
capacity, and the projected return on stadium and facilities investment.
12. The twelfth and final economic (accounting) concept of “budget” for a sports club
is applyed by the game administrators-students both by the revenues and the expenses in
the course of a particular top eleven season. More specifically, the economic results relative
to budgetary amounts and their percentage difference are presented in Table 9.
Table 9. Budget, economic results and their % difference (in 000€)
Budget
Economic results
Difference

Revenues

Ticket sales

40000

13900

-65,25%

Sponsorships

50000

57970

15,94%

Prize money

150000

203000

35,33%

Players’ transfer

50000

94100

88,20%

Merchandising

10000

4180

-58,20%

300000

373150

24,38%

Players’ contract

30000

42500

41,67%

Players’ transfer fee

150000

188000

25,33%

Prize bonus

20000

30600

53,00%

Stadium &facilities

50000

25500

-49,00%

250000

286600

14,64%

50000

86550

73,10%

Total:

Expenses

Total:
Net Result
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5

Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to explore the possibility of using the sport management
game Top Eleven, as an auxiliary educational tool [10], [16], [18]–[22] for teaching sports
economics concepts at undergraduate level, dealing among other reasons "learning by
doing" [1] “simulates the real world” [3], “motivation through fun offering” [5], [7] with
the Covid 19 pandemic’s forced digital education [22]. This serious game, since its use goes
beyond entertainment [1], [14], [31] simulates the operation of real management systems
of professional football clubs and cultivates critical thinking by employing learning
processes in a specific field of work [11], [17]. More specifically, it is used as an economic
data mining tool [23] depending on players’ relevant decision-making and the game's
algorithmic operation. The more knowledgable the student-gamer, the more efficient are
the economic results, derived from the operation of the created virtual club. This procedure
provides a realistic practice of economic management [25] as well as an experiential
understanding (as close to real life as posible) of basic sport economic concepts [23], [26],
[30].
Concerning the first research question, based on the content analysis of the text book
of Nassis [43], there are identified 17 in total economic concepts (see Table 1) taught in the
subject “sport economics” in DPESS. Regarding the second research question, there are
defined eleven economic sources of data that can be collected from the operation of Top
Eleven virtual football club, with the potencial to be used eventually by gamers-students to
apply the economic concepts they learn at sport economics class they attend. Under this
educational process, as stated by James [38], the student's benefit was to comprehend and
gain experience in proper economic decisions by collecting, utilizing, and analyzing
relevant data.
Regarding the third research question, a system of collecting relevant data from the
operation of the game was created in order to demonstrate how eventually students can gain
experience in applying basic economic concepts for the management of a professional
football club [33]–[37]. The research protocol for economic data collection involves both
daily and seasonal gaming activity. The process of daily recording economic activity to be
carried out systematically through the accounting was recommended by Giannoulidou [46].
Following the application of equations or indices and the use of tables and figures, gamersstudents could gain cognitive experience on 12 out of 17 economic concepts identified in
the textbook of Nassis [43]. As shown on the implementation results, the assumptions and
underlined theory of the examined sport economics concepts are mostly met in a
satisfactory degree. Spesifically, the first assumption is to examine whether the serious
game can be used as an auxiliary educational tool. To that respect the assumption is met
like other similar sport management games [29]. That is, the serious game top eleven
possess advanced enough structure to produce the economics realism necessary to act as a
life-size field for the application of 12 economic concepts in operational conditions that
change according to the decisions of the game administrator and the play conditions.
The second assumption relates to the “underlying theory” of the economic concepts.
To that respect the assumption is met as well. In fact, as it is shown in the result Tables and
Figures, the serious game possess sophisticated algorithms to the extent that it produces the
necessary data for the application of the “economic balance” theory or the rest of the
economic concepts in this study, required for the decisions on the educational questions
vested to the serious game.
In sum, the popular free online serious game Top Eleven can be used as an educational
tool for applying sport economic concepts related to the management of a professional
football club. We can argue that based on the above evidence and the results of this study,
the game offers a sensible working environment in sport economics and the associated sport
management field. The competition to get a job on sport management is so fierce [47], that
integrating innovative technology into teaching educational process for field-experience is
warranted [11]. As de Freitas and Griffiths [3] argue, by engaging in a serious game, the
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learner acquires an online character or personality simulating the real world. This procedure
enables students to be trained in the financial management of a professional sport club in a
pleasant and inexpensive way and provides sport management educators an additional
training tool in the form of applied exercises.
Further research on students’ testing and progress-tracking is needed as an extension of
this study, as it holds for any serious game to be considered as a viable educational tool
[48]. There are several methods developed by researchers to assess the effectiveness of any
serious game. As suggested by Aldrich [1], to demonstrate the desired educational outcome,
future research should be concentrated on the measurement effect of students' experience,
which is true in the case of Top Eleven. As Corti [18] explains, any serious game's learning
experience should be “definable, quantifiable and measurable”. Scientific evaluation of
future educational scenarios employing game’s interaction is also needed [11]. However,
even though transfer of learning may be fostered by a game [49], “real” experience on the
field cannot be replaced [11].
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